To find hardcopy\textsuperscript{1} and softcopy\textsuperscript{2} encyclopedias and dictionaries for an artist and a composer use Search Solomon Advanced:

1. Go to the library Web site
2. Select “Search Solomon Advanced” from the menu on the left
3. In the first Search block
   a. Change “Any” to “in subject”
   b. Leave “contains” as is
   c. Type <encyclopedias OR dictionaries> in the search box. NOTE: encyclopedias, dictionaries MUST be plural; OR must be in ALL CAPS.
4. In the second Search block
   a. Change “Any” to “in the title”
   b. Leave “contains” as is
   c. Type <music* OR art*>. NOTE: The asterisk is a truncation symbol allowing for variant endings to each root word (e.g. music, musical, musician, musicians, etc.); OR must be in ALL CAPS.
5. From the limiting options on the right
   a. Change “Material Type:” to <Books>
   b. Change “Language” to <English>
   c. Change “Search Scope” to <Books and more>
6. Search
7. To limit hit list to only online books, select “Full Text Online” using the “Show Only” link

To find information on a particular ARTIST consult these hardcopy sources in the Reference Collection:
1. The dictionary of art (703D561g, 1996)
2. Encyclopedia of world art (703En19)
3. Encyclopaedia of the arts (703En19r)

To find information on a particular MUSICIAN consult these hardcopy sources in the Reference Collection:
1. The new Grove dictionary of music and musicians (780.3N42s, 2001).
2. The Norton/Grove concise encyclopedia of music (780.3N829s)
3. Harvard dictionary of music (780.3Ap22h)
4. The New Oxford companion to music (780.3N42)

To find articles on an artist or musician:
1. Select “Search Databases”
2. Change “Biblical Counseling” to “Music”
3. In the search box, type the name of the artist or the name of the musician
4. Change “All items” to “Articles”
5. Change “anywhere in the record” to “in subject”

\textsuperscript{1} Hardcopy = traditional print
\textsuperscript{2} Softcopy = online; electronic